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About This Game

The Gnomelands of Ventocia are in turmoil!

You are the last free Gnome, on a quest to rescue the enslaved Gnomekin from the evil Fairy King and the spells of his Fairy
Daughters. Jump, slash, and twirl your way through mystical worlds riddled with Mushroom Monsters, Kittybats, Gorphs, and
more. Harness untold magic and recruit new allies to unleash magical mayhem in the final stand against the tyranny of the evil

Fairies.
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For those who enjoy games like Touhou project and are familiar with bullet hells, I would recommend this game. It's overall a
fun game, with challenging difficulty. Charaters are bit bland, the backgrounds should have some touch ups, and the English
translation isn't perfect. However, the music is wonderful, and I love how barrages go to the beat of the music; especially in the
2nd stage where the music speeds up and down which is very fun to play. Another intresting thing is when it would change from
a vertial shooter to a top down shooter.

Overall, I think the game needs some polishing along with some more characters to play as. I think the game could probably be a
bit cheaper since it's a rather short game, but $10 isn't bad.

Hope to see more games like this in the future!. I think could compare this to Super Meat in terms of it's mechanics and
diffcultly, although I would prefer to compare it to Jello Escape on CoolMathGames (I love to know if someone knows what I'm
talking about). The game is diffcult late game, but it's fair diffculty (except for one part that is complete
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, in my opion). The story is very nonexistant, but it's cheeky and the optional
dialog is a nice touch. The graphics aren't much, but it isn't unapealing to look at. So overall good game, don't know if all ever
play it again (mainly because of that BS part), but maybe I will in the future.. A nice game. Good graphics and gameplay.
Challenging and great for casual fun.. I wish I mustn\u00b4t give this a negative review, but it is how it is, a (pretty much
crappy) dress up, where most of the players thought they could use the character created in the main game. Also it is very hard
to find. So I\u00b4m sorry but I have to give this review.. Cosmic Leap

+ Play through 100 small levels that will test your reaction skills

Time your jumps from planet to planet, avoid the obstacles thrown in your path and blast off to safety with your rocketship!
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If you enjoy some diversity on your screen, then, I'd certainly say purchase this pack. The Norse models are really cool, and,
compliment the Finn, Rus, and Holy Order appearance packs quite well.. Not worth it. good.The story of the game occurred in
two hundred BC, telling the war between the Han Dynasty of China and the Huns on the Mongolia prairie. Because of this war
and the great dynasty, China's Chinese nation gained a new name, the Han nationality.
Believe me, I see the production group recovering a lot of historical facts. In the game, all the buildings, clothes, utensils and
streets of the city you see are real history! It's amazing.
As a matter of fact, I saw the social features of various countries and nationalities living in Central Asia and East Asia in two
hundred BC, and I learned the way and form of ancient Chinese war.. I don't know why, but this game is amazingly attractive.
It's worth all its money even without any discounts.

Не знаю, почему, но оторваться от игры совершенно невозможно. СтОит заплаченных за нее денег даже при покупке без
скидок.. Paradox DLC is responsible for the bloody crusades.. I've spent several hours playing Corgi Warlock, and overall, I
have to say that I'm impressed with the game. It's a side-scrolling action platformer with monsters to kill, loot to collect, and
upgrades to attain.

The graphics and soundtrack are good, and the controller mechanics are both consistent and responsive. I enjoy gaming with a
controller, and nothing disappoints me more than a game that advertises full controller support but doesn't deliver. Corgi
Warlock delivers.

There are 10 levels to the game, and so far, I've made it to level 7. What I thought at first was a casual gaming experience is
actually really quite challenging. The layout of the levels isn't where the challenge comes in, it's the progression of monsters with
varying degrees of health coming across the screen at a steadily increasing pace.

The additon of obstacles such as platforms over water, jumping sharks, and fireballs flying across the screen add
unpredictability and the need for quick response time to the mix. As the levels progress, response time gets shorter and shorter
while the difficulty increases, meaning that even the most hardcore gamers will find a challenge during the latter portions of the
game.

I did experience a few oddities that I want to point out. The first is that killing a coin-dropping monster with a tower in the
background results in coins getting stuck in mid-air on the screen. This can be re-created most easily in level 6 or any level
where there are step-like platforms leading up to a higher level. The bottom level ends at a gray tower, meaning that you can't
advance any further to the right. However, the monsters are coming from the right side of the screen, as well as the left, so if
you stand right at the end of the bottom level and shoot, or jump up on a right-side platform and shoot, coins will regularly drop
and fly up into the tower, getting stuck on the screen where your character cannot go.

This brings me to the second oddity, which is that the Steam Overlay doesn't seem to work with this game, and neither does the
F12 button for taking screenshots. I wanted to take a screenshot of these trapped coins to publish, but I couldn't figure out how
to do this. Neither F12 or the Print Screen button worked for me, and I was unable to use Alt-Tab and snip tool to clip a JPG.
Anyone determined to get a screenshot would likely have to clip a frame out of a video streaming session.

Other than those couple of things, which really didn't reduce my enjoyment of the game, overall, I didn't experience anything
that would cause me not to recommend the game. It's appropriate for young and casual gamers as well as experienced gamers
looking for a challenge.
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